University Chairs

Note: The following list comprises the titles and holders of Chairs in the institution. The basic arrangement is historical but, in an attempt to present a more coherent picture, Chairs in some major subject areas have been grouped together and those of Anderson's College Medical School are listed at the end of the section.

It should also be noted that Professors are shown here with the honours and qualifications they held at the time of their appointment. Updated information may be found in the Staff Lists under Academic Staff or Emeritus Professors.

1796 Natural Philosophy/Physics

1796 - Natural Philosophy (1886 - Freeland Chair)
The first three incumbents were appointed as Professors of Chemistry and Natural Philosophy, separate Chairs not being established until 1830. In 1886 the name of Freeland was attached to this Chair in memory of John Freeland, a benefactor of Anderson's University

1796-99 Thomas Garnett MD
1799-1804 George Birkbeck MD FRS
1804-30 Andrew Ure MD FRS
1830-33 William Heron MD
1833-42 Peter Wilson, also Professor of Mathematics
1842-46 George Gardner
1846-62 John Taylor MD
1862-65 George Carey-Foster BA LLD DSc FRS
1866-72 Alexander S Herschel MA DCL FRS
1872-80 George Forbes MA, LLD FRS
1880-1906 James Blyth MA LLD FRSE, later also Professor of Mathematics
1906-38 James Muir MA DSc
1938-43 Dougald B McQuistan MA BSc
1943-61 James S Rankin BSc PhD
1961-84 John Irving MA PhD
1985-97 Brian Henderson BSc MA PhD ScD FInstP FAIP MRIA, translated from the Chair of Physics (Photonics) Department of Physics
2000- William J Firth BSc PhD CPhys FInstP FRSE, Fellow of OSA

1968 - Applied Physics
1968-87 Edward Eisner BA, PhD
1988- Gordon B Donaldson MA PhD FInstP (previously Personal Professor)

1979 - Experimental Physics
1979-84 Anthony I S Smith BA PhD
1985-2000 William J Firth BSc PhD
1982 - Physics (Photonics)
1984-85 Brian Henderson BSc, MA PhD ScD FInstP FAIP MRIA
(translated to Freeland Chair in 1985)
1989- Allister I Ferguson BSc PhD MA

1825 Mathematics

1825 – Mathematics (The 1825 Chair of Mathematics)
1825-28 Robert Wallace MA
1828-45 Peter Wilson, later also Professor of Natural Philosophy
1845-46 Alexander Bain MA LLD
1846-81 Alexander Laing LLD FEIS
1881-87 James Blyth MA LLD FRSE, also Professor of Natural Philosophy
1887-95 William Raitt MA, BSc
1895-1909 George A Gibson MA LLD FRSE
1909-34 John Miller MA DSc FRSE
1934-51 Reginald O Street MA MSc FRAS
1951-53 Albert T Price DSc
1953-85 Donald C Pack OBE MA DSc
1982-96 Gary F Roach MSc PhD FRAS FIMA FRSE translated from the second Chair of Mathematics (see below)
2001-04 David McP Sloan BSc MSc PhD DSc FRSE (translated from the 1966 Chair of Numerical Analysis)
2004- Mark Ainsworth BSc PhD FRSE FIMA

1964 - Mathematics
A second Chair of Mathematics was instituted in 1964
1964-75 William D Collins PhD DSc
1975-78 David I Colton BS MS PhD
1979-82 Gary F Roach MSc PhD FRAS FIMA FRSE (translated to the first Chair of Mathematics in 1982 (see above))
1982-2000 Frank M Leslie BSc PhD FIMA FInstP FRSE (previously Personal Professor)

1966 - Numerical Analysis
1966-94 David S Butler MA
1994-2001 David McP Sloan BSc MSc PhD DSc FIMA (translated to the 1825 Chair of Mathematics, 2001)

1969 - Mathematics for Applied Scientists
1970-86 George Eason MSc PhD

1969 - Statistics
1970-81 Rupert T Leslie BSc MA PhD
1983-90 Brian D Ripley MA PhD
1991- Eric Renshaw BSc ARCS MPhil PhD
1984 - Mathematics
1985-88  David H Owens BSc PhD (subsequently Dynamics and Control)
1986-96  David A R Wallace BSc PhD FRSA FRSE
1986-     Sean McKee BSc MA PhD

1997 - Veterinary Informatics and Epidemiology
1997-     Stuart W J Reid BVMS PhD MRCVS
1830 Chemistry

1830 - Chemistry (1886 - Freeland Chair)
Thomas Graham was the first independent Professor of Chemistry. The Freeland Chair of Chemistry was instituted in 1886 in memory of John Freeland, a benefactor of Anderson's University
1830-37 Thomas Graham MA DCL FRS
1837-39 William Gregory MD
1839-70 Frederick Penny PhD
1870-74 Sir Thomas Edward Thorpe CB PhD DSc LLD FRS
1874-92 William Dittmar LLD FRS
1892-1919 George Gerald Henderson MA DSc LLD FRS
1934-44 Forsyth J Wilson PhD DSc (formerly, successively, Professor of Inorganic and of Organic Chemistry)
1946-59 Frank S Spring PhD DSc FRS
1959-90 Peter L Pauson BSc PhD FRIC
1990- Colin J Suckling OBE BSc PhD CChem FRSC FRSE translated from the Chair of Organic Chemistry (see below)

1870 - Chemistry (Young Chair)
Named after James Young LLD, FRS, of Kelly and Durris, more widely known as 'Paraffin' Young, the doyen of early pioneers of the shale industry in Scotland. In 1870 William H Perkin was appointed the first Young Professor though it appears that he did not actually take up office. On the establishment of the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College in 1886, Young's trustees allowed the Young laboratories (in John Street) to be transferred to that College from Anderson's College. The holder of the Young Chair is responsible for the Chemical Technology section of the Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry.
1870 Sir William H Perkin PhD LLD FRS
1871-75 Gustav Bischof
1875-1901 Edmund J Mills DSc FRS
1901-33 Thomas Gray PhD DSc LLD
1933-50 William M Cumming OBE DSc
1950-73 Patrick D Ritchie BSc PhD FRIC
1973-83 Neil B Graham BSc PhD translated to the Research Chair of Chemistry (see below)
1984-2005 Michael L Hitchman BSc DPhil CChem FRSC
2006 - Andrew Mills BSc PhD

1919 - Inorganic Chemistry
This Chair (originally designated Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry) lapsed in 1934 on Professor Caven's death but was revived in 1965
1919-20 Forsyth J Wilson PhD DSc (translated to Organic Chemistry: see below)
1920-34 Robert M Caven DSc
1965-68 David W A Sharp MA PhD
1968-87 Peter G Perkins PhD DSc
1985-86  John M Ottaway BSc PhD DSc CChem FRSC FRSE (previously Personal Professor)

1919 - Organic Chemistry
Lapsed on appointment of Professor Wilson to the Freeland Chair in 1934. In 1973 Professor H C S Wood was appointed to an additional Chair in Organic Chemistry.

1919-19  Sir Isidor M Heilbron DSO PhD DSc LLD FRS
1920-34  Forsyth J Wilson PhD DSc (translated to Freeland Chair: see above)
1973-91  Hamish C S Wood BSc PhD FRIC FRSE
1988-90  Colin J Suckling OBE BSc PhD CChem FRSC FRSE (previously Personal Professor) translated to Freeland Chair (see above)

1964 - Physical Chemistry (1968 - Burmah Chair)
Endowed in 1968 by the Burmah Oil Co Ltd
1964-67  Manfred Gordon PhD DSc
1967-82  Alastair M North PhD DSc
1983-2005 John N Sherwood BSc PhD DSc CChem FRSC FRSE translated from the second Chair of Physical Chemistry (see below)
2006-    Richard A Pethrick BSc PhD DSc CChem FRSC FRSE (previously Personal Professor)

1981 - Physical Chemistry
A second Chair of Physical Chemistry was instituted in 1981. It lapsed in 1983 on the translation of Professor Sherwood to the Burmah Chair (see above), but was revived in 1988.
1981-83  John N Sherwood BSc PhD DSc CChem FRSC FRSE formerly Personal Professor, Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry
1988-2006 Richard A Pethrick BSc PhD DSc CChem FRSC FRSE (previously Personal Professor)

1983 - Chemistry (Research Chair)
A Chair of Chemistry with research responsibilities was instituted in 1983 in the Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry.
1983-97  Neil B Graham BSc PhD CChem FRSC FCIC FPRI translated from the Young Chair of Chemistry (see above)

1988 - Analytical Chemistry (Philips Chair)
1988-    David Littlejohn BSc PhD

1995 - Merck Pauson Chair in Preparative Chemistry
1995  John A Murphy BA PhD

1845  Botany

1845 - Botany
Founded in Anderson's University Lapsed after six months on the resignation of Professor Edmondston in June 1845.
1845 Thomas Edmondston
1876 Mechanical, Chemical, and Production Engineering

1876 - Applied Mechanics
Founded in Anderson's University Lapsed on Professor Longbottom's death in 1924.
1876-1904 William T Rowden BSc
1904-24 John G Longbottom

1886 - Mechanical Engineering (Old Chair)
Alexander Maclay, formerly Instructor in Drawing in the Glasgow Mechanics' Institution, was appointed Professor of Mechanical Engineering on the formation of the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College in 1886.
1886-93 Alexander Maclay BSc, later Professor of Machine Design

1892 - Steam and Steam Engines
In 1905 the title of this Chair was altered to Motive Power Engineering (see below).
1892-1905 William H Watkinson

1893 - Machine Design
1893-1904 Alexander Maclay BSc formerly Professor of Mechanical Engineering (Old Chair) (see above)

1906 - Motive Power Engineering
See also under Mechanical Engineering below
1906-11 Alexander L Mellanby DSc LLD later Professor of Mechanical Engineering

1911 - Mechanical Engineering
In 1924 the Chair of Applied Mechanics (see above) lapsed and the title of Professor Mellanby's Chair became Mechanics and Mechanical Engineering. On the retirement of Professor Moncur in 1933 the title was altered once more - to Civil and Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics and in 1948 to Civil and Mechanical Engineering. Its title reverted to the original Mechanical Engineering when the Chair of Civil Engineering was revived in 1956. On the retirement of Professor Thomson in 1973, the Chair of Mechanical Engineering lapsed, although the title Professor of Mechanical Engineering is held ex officio by the current Chairman of the Mechanical Engineering Group of Departments.
1911-24 Alexander L Mellanby DSc LLD formerly Professor of Motive Power Engineering (see above)
1936-47 William Kerr PhD
1947-73 Adam S T Thomson PhD DSc FIMechE

1956 - Chemical Engineering
Renamed in 1989 the Roche Chair of Chemical Engineering.
1956-71 Alexander W Scott CBE PhD FIMechE
1971-86 Gordon S G Beveridge BSc PhD ARCSFT FIChemE
1989- Colin D Grant BSc PhD CEng FIChemE

1966 - Production Engineering (1969 - Rolls-Royce Chair)
Endowed in 1969 by Messrs Rolls-Royce Ltd
1966-88 Donald S Ross PhD FIMechE

1966 - Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer (1968 - Weir Chair)
Endowed in 1968 by Messrs G & J Weir (Holdings) Ltd, Glasgow
1966-92 Hugh C Simpson ScD FInstP FIMechE

1966-88 Donald S Ross PhD FIMechE

1967 - Machine Tools and Control Systems
In 1967 the Ministry of Technology established an Institute of Advanced Machine Tool and Control Technology at East Kilbride. By mutual agreement of the Ministry and the University the first Director of the Institute was appointed to the newly created Chair of Machine Tools and Control Systems. The Chair lapsed in 1970 on the integration of the Institute with the National Engineering Laboratory
1967-70 Patrick H Stephenson MA FIMechE

1969 - Dynamics and Control
1969-80 William B McHutchison BSc FIMechE
1982-87 Clifford R Burrows BSc PhD CEng FIMechE
1988-89 David H Owens BSc PhD transferred in 1988 from the Department of Mathematics

1969 - Mechanics of Materials (Trades House of Glasgow Chair)
It was agreed in 1969 that the name of the Trades House of Glasgow be associated with this Chair
1969-84 James M Harvey MS PhD FIMechE
1982-2002 John Spence BSc MEng ARCST PhD DSc CEng FIMechE (previously Personal Professor)
2002- Thomas G F Fray BSc PhD CEng MIMechE MInstW

1971 - Engineering Design (Babcock Chair)
Endowed in 1971 by Messrs Babcock & Wilcox Ltd
1971-81 Thomas Allan BSc PhD ARCST
1986-93 Stuart Pugh BSc(Eng) CEng FIMechE FRSA

1991 - Advanced Manufacturing Technology (Hoover Chair)
In 1998, the sponsorship agreement with Hoover plc ended and so, the Hoover Chair in Advanced Manufacturing Technology lapsed
1991-98 Allan S Carrie BSc(Eng) MSc PhD CEng FIEE

1998 - Manufacturing Systems
1998 - Allan S Carrie BSc MSc PhD CEng FIEE (FIMfgeE) FIProdE translated from the Chair above

1998 - Computer Aided Engineering
1998 - Neal Juster BSc PhD
1886  Metallurgy

1886 - Metallurgy
1886-1911 Alexander H Sexton, formerly Professor of Chemistry in the College of Science and Arts (ie Glasgow Mechanics' Institution)
1911-18 Alfred Campion
1918-20 Cecil H Desch PhD DSc FRS
1920-32 John H Andrew DSc
1932-59 Robert Hay BSc PhD LLDD
1959-73 Edwin C Ellwood BSc PhD FIM
1973-82 Norman J Petch BSc BMet PhD DMet FRes FRSE
1982-86 Henry B Bell BSc PhD ARCST FIM translated from the Chair of Extraction Metallurgy, Department of Metallurgy (see below)
1992-1999 T Neville Baker BMet PhD DMet DSc FIMMM FInstP CEng
2002-2004 Alan Hendry BSc PhD FRes FIMMM MInstP CPhys FRSA

1966 - Extraction Metallurgy
Disestablished in 1982 on the retirals of Professor Petch, Professor of Metallurgy, and the subsequent translation of Professor Bell to that Chair (see above)
1966-71 John Taylor MSc PhD FIM
1971-78 Paul Grieveson MSc PhD
1978-82 Henry B Bell BSc PhD ARCST FIM formerly Personal Professor, Department of Metallurgy

1891  Agriculture

1891 - Agriculture
In 1899 the Department of Agriculture was transferred to a separate governing body, The West of Scotland Agricultural College
1891-99 Robert P Wright

1892  Electrical and Electronic Engineering

1892 - Electrical Engineering
On the formation of the Technical College in 1886, the Principal of the former College of Science and Arts was given the title Professor of Engineering with responsibility for day class instruction in Electrical Engineering and evening classes in Steam and Applied Mechanics. In 1892 an independent Chair of Electrical Engineering was founded
1892-99 Andrew Jamieson, formerly Principal of the College of Science and Arts
1899-1923 Magnus Maclean MA DSc LLDD
1923-48 Stanley Parker Smith DSc
1948-72 Frederick M Bruce MSc PhD FIEE
1972-76 Eric S Fairley BSc PhD FIEE
1976-96 David J Tedford BSc PhD ARCST CEng FIEE FInstP translated from the Chair of Electrical Engineering (High Voltage Engineering) (see below)
1967 - Electronic Science (1968 - Hoover Professorship)
Endowed in 1968 by the Hoover Foundation
1967-72 Denis Taylor MSc PhD FIIE FInstP

1973 - Electrical Engineering (High Voltage Engineering)
Lapsed from 1976 on the retirement of Professor Fairley, Professor of Electrical Engineering, and the subsequent translation of Professor Tedford to that Chair (see above)
1973-76 David J Tedford BSc PhD ARCST CEng FIIE FInstP

1973 - Telecommunications
1973-92 Aeneas M Rosie MSc PhD

1980 - Electrical Engineering
A second Chair of Electrical Engineering was instituted in the former Department of Electrical Engineering in 1980
1981- Michael J Grimble BSc BA MSc PhD

1982 - Electronics
1983- Brian Culshaw BSc PhD CEng MIEEE

1987 - Communications Engineering
1987-2003 D Geoffrey Smith BEng PhD

1986 - Signal Processing
1986- Tariq S Durrani MSc PhD CEng FIIE formerly Personal Professor

1986 - Power Engineering
1986-2001 Owen Farish BSc PhD ARCST CEng FIIE MInstP SMIEEE formerly Personal Professor

1994 - Rolls-Royce Chair
1994- James R McDonald BSc MSc PhD CEng MIEEE

1895 Architecture, Building Science and Planning

1895 - Architecture
The Department of Architecture and Building Construction was established in 1895. When the Glasgow School of Architecture was formed in 1904 the architecture classes offered by the Technical College and by the Glasgow School of Art were administered by a joint committee (dissolved in 1965.) Certain of the early Directors of Architectural Studies had the title of Professor and were members of staff of the Glasgow School of Art; the names of these Professors are not included in the following list
1895-1927 Charles Gourlay BSc FRIBA
1927-41 T Harold Hughes FRIBA
1946-59 William J Smith MC FRIBA
1959-70 Frank Fielden MA FRIBA
1970-85  Fikry N Morcos-Asaad MArch SM PhD
1986-90  Gordon M Benson AADip SADG RIBA
1986-93  Charles Robertson DA FRIBA FRIAS FCIOB (part-time appointment)
1987-98  Peter A Reed BA RIBA ARIAS (previously Personal Professor)
1992-2001 Frank A Walker BArch PhD RIBA FRIAS FSAScot FRSA
1992-     Per Kartvedt MA

1966 - Building Science
1966-86  Thomas A Markus MA MArch

1966 - Urban Planning
1966-80  Ronald E Nicoll MSc
1981-93  Urland A Wannop MA MCD
1993-97  J V Punter BA MA PhD MRTPI

1983 - Computer Aided Design
A Chair of Computer Aided Design was instituted in 1983 in the Department of Architecture and Building Science
1983-02  Thomas W Maver BSc PhD FIOB FRSA (previously Personal Professor)

1993 - Building Services Design
1993-     Michael J Corcoran MSc

1909  Mining Engineering

1909 - Mining Engineering
From 1932 to 1967 the Professors of Mining Engineering also occupied the Dixon Chair of Mining at the University of Glasgow
1909-32  Daniel Burns
1932-47  Sir Andrew M Bryan BSc
1947-68  George Hibberd PhD
1968-79  J Dewi Jenkins MSc

1980 - Mining and Petroleum Engineering (Kearton Chair)
Endowed in 1980 by the British National Oil Corporation and named after Lord Kearton OBE, FRS, the Corporation's first Chairman
1981-94  George M Maxwell BSc ARTC PhD CEng FIMinE FIQ

1910  Civil Engineering

1910 - Civil Engineering
Lapsed on the retirement of Professor Moncur in 1933, but was revived in 1956. On Professor Frazer's death in 1968 separate Chairs were established in Hydraulics and Mechanics of Soils until 1981 when Court resolved that their titles be changed to Civil Engineering (see below)
1910-33  George Moncur BSc
1956-68  William Frazer BSc PhD
1967 - Structural Engineering
1967-77 Alexander Coull PhD
1977-80 Peter G Lowe BEng MEngSc MA PhD
1981- Iain A Macleod BSc PhD
1991- Howard D Wright BEng PhD

1969 - Civil Engineering
In 1981 the title of this Chair was altered from Hydraulics to Civil Engineering
1969-89 David I H Barr BSc PhD FICE

1969 - Civil Engineering
In 1981 the title of this Chair was altered from Mechanics of Soils to Civil Engineering
1969-74 Laing Barden BSc MSc PhD
1974-86 David G McKinlay BSc PhD ARCST FICE FASCE FGS
1986- Alan McGown BSc PhD CEng MICE MIHE (previously Personal Professor)
1986- George Fleming BSc PhD CEng FICE FRSA MIWES MIAHR MICID (previously Personal Professor)

1990 - Construction
Endowed in 1990 by W & J Barr and Sons (Scotland) Ltd
1991- David A Langford MSc MPhil

1924 Bacteriology

1924 - Bacteriology
Lapsed on the death of Professor Ellis in 1937
1924-37 David Ellis PhD DSc

1937 Pharmaceutical Sciences

1937 - Pharmacy
The School of Pharmacy was instituted in 1920 under the superintendence of Professor David Ellis, Professor of Bacteriology (see above). On the creation in 1968 of a School of Pharmaceutical Sciences with three departments, it was agreed that the title Professor of Pharmacy would be associated with one of the Chairs in the School. From 1968 till 1981 Professor Stenlake, Professor of Pharmacy since 1961, had the title Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Chemistry but in 1981 the situation within the School altered again when Court resolved that the Departments of Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Pharmaceutics be reunited with the title of Department of Pharmacy
1937-61 James P Todd PhD Hon FRCPS(Glas)
1961-82 John B Stenlake PhD DSc FPS FRIC
1984-2001 John M Midgley BSc MSc PhD
1998- Howard Stevens BPharm PhD MRPharmS CChem FRSC

1965 - Pharmacy
In 1978 the title of this Chair was altered from Pharmaceutical Technology to Pharmaceutics, and in 1981 from Pharmaceutics to Pharmacy.

1965-70 Peter H Elworthy PhD DSc later Professor of Pharmacy in the University of Manchester
1970-87 William Anderson BSc PhD FPS

1966 - Pharmacology (WC Bowman Chair)
In 1968 the title of this Chair was altered from Experimental Pharmacology to Pharmacology. In 1996, this Chair was re-named after Professor William C Bowman, the first holder of the Chair of Pharmacology.

1966-95 William C Bowman BPharm PhD DSc FIBiol
1995 Alison Gurney BSc PhD

1976 - Pharmacy (James P Todd Chair)
A second Chair of Pharmaceutical Technology (altered in 1978 to Pharmaceutics and again in 1981 to Pharmacy) was instituted in the Department in 1976 and was named after Professor James P Todd, the first holder of the Chair of Pharmacy (see above).

1976-88 Alexander T Florence BSc PhD ARCST CChem MRIC MPS
1992- Clive G Wilson BSc PhD

1978 - Forensic Science
A Chair of Forensic Science was instituted in 1978 in the Forensic Science Unit of the then Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry (from 1981 the Department of Pharmacy).

1979-87 William J Tilstone BSc PhD MRCPath
1993-99 Brian Caddy BSc PhD CChem MRSC

1983 - Cardiovascular Pharmacology
A Chair of Cardiovascular Pharmacology was instituted in 1983 in the Department of Physiology and Pharmacology.

1983-98 James R Parratt BPharm MSc PhD DSc FPS FIBiol (previously Personal Professor)

1956 Business and Administration

1956 - Industrial Administration
Founded consequent on the development of Chesters House, Bearsden, as a Residential Centre for Management Studies. Lapsed in 1974 on the retirement of Professor Paterson.

1956-62 Christopher Macrae CBE MA DPhil
1962-74 Thomas T Paterson MA BSc PhD

1964 - Commerce
Created on the amalgamation of the Royal College and the Scottish College Lapsed in 1971 on the retirement of Professor Branton.

1964-71 Noel Branton MCom PhD, formerly Head of the Department of Business Administration, Scottish College of Commerce

1971 - Marketing
1971-99  Michael J Baker BA BSc(Econ) DBA
1987-89  Gordon R Foxall BSc MSc PhD
1987-98  Michael J Thomas BSc(Econ) MBA
1988-90  Thomas F Carbery MSc(Econ) PhD DPA (previously Office Organisation)
1991-     Susan A Shaw MA PhD

**1972 - Accounting and Finance**
The title of this Chair was originally Accountancy
1972-79  Richard J Briston BSc(Econ) ACA
1982-86  Christopher W Nobes BA FCCA
1987-95  Anthony G Puxty BA MA PhD

**1985 - Accounting and Finance (1985 - Touche Ross Chair in Accounting)**
1985-93  Peter F Pope BCom MA

**1986 - Accounting and Finance (1986—Ernst & Whinney Chair in Finance)**
1986-87  Michael D Fitzgerald BA PhD

**1972 - Administration**
Following an arrangement with the Civil Service Department in 1974 for this Chair to be held jointly in the University and the Civil Service College, the Chair was originally named the Civil Service Chair of Administration. The title is now Chair of Administration
1972-94  Lewis A Gunn MA
1985-94  W Roy Wilkie MA FIScB (previously Personal Professor)

**1975 - Business Administration**
Two Chairs of Business Administration were instituted in 1975 within the Strathclyde Business School and a further one was added in 1979
1975-78  Mrityunjay B Athreya BSc DBA (with special reference to General Management and Business Policy)
1976-86  Angela M Bowey BA(Econ) PhD (with special reference to Industrial Relations)
1979-83  Neil Hood MA MLitt (with special reference to General Management and Business policy), translated to the Chair of Business Policy (see below)
1998-     Robert Watson BA PhD

**1979 - Office Organisation**
1979-88  Thomas F Carbery MSc(Econ) PhD DPA (transferred to Marketing in 1988)

**1980 - Industrial Relations**
A Chair of Industrial Relations was instituted in 1980. The Industrial Relations section of the Department of Economics was granted independent departmental status on the appointment of the Professor of Industrial Relations in 1981
1981-90  John Gennard BA(Econ) MA(Econ) translated to IPM Chair of Human Resource Management (see below)
1990-97  Brian Towers BA BSc translated from IPM Chair of Human Resource Management (see below)

1983 - Business Policy
1983-2003 Neil Hood MA MLitt translated from a Chair of Business Administration (see above)

1987 - Management in Local Government
1987-2001 Alan Alexander MA

1989 - Management (Thorn EMI Chair)
1989-95  James Hughes BSc CEng FBIM MIEE (p-t appointment)

1989 - Human Resource Management (IPM Chair)
1989-90  Brian Towers BA BSc translated to Chair of Industrial Relations (see above)
1990-    John Gennard BA(Econ) MA(Econ) translated from Chair of Industrial Relations (see above)

1990 - Organisational Analysis
1990-2001 Douglas C Pitt BA MA PhD MBIM (previously a Professor in the Department)

1991 - Management of Technology (Forth Electrical Services Ltd Chair)
1991-    W D Keith Macrosson BSc MBA PhD CChem MRSC MBIM

1995 - Social Marketing
1995-    Gerard Hastings BSc PhD

1998 - Finance
1998-    Richard Stapleton BA BA PhD

1957  Fibre Science
1957 - Fibre Science
The title of the Chair was changed from Textile Technology to Fibre Science in 1964. The Chair lapsed in 1980 when the Department of Fibre Science and Textile Technology became affiliated to the Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry as a discrete unit entitled the Fibre and Textile Research Unit
1957-77  Reginald Meredith DSc FInstP FTI

1958  Bioscience and Biotechnology

1958 - Food Science
1958-84  John Hawthorn PhD FRIC
1984-94  William R Morrison BSc PhD DSc FIFST FRSE (previously Personal Professor)

1961 - Applied Microbiology
The original title of this Chair was Applied Microbiology and Biology
1961-79  Ernest O Morris PhD FIBiol
1979-97  John E Smith BSc MSc PhD DSc FIBiol FRSE (previously Personal Professor)

1966 - Biochemistry
1966-78  Peter J Heald MSc(Tech) PhD DSc
1979-88  Robin D Marshall BSc MSc PhD

1966 - Biology
1966-83  William W Fletcher PhD FLS FIBiol

1983 - Immunology
Instituted in the Department of Bioscience and Biotechnology in 1983
1983-    William H Stimson BSc PhD (previously Personal Professor)

1983 - Molecular Biology
1985-97  Roy H Burdon BSc PhD

1990 - Biocatalyst Science
1990-    P J Halling BA PhD

1990 - Bioprocess Technology (Robertson Chair)
1990-96  Bjorn Kristiansen BSc MSc PhD
1963 Economics

1963 - Economics
The title of this Chair was originally Industrial Economics disestablished in 1980 on the resignation of Professor Sir Kenneth Alexander
1963-80  Kenneth J W Alexander BSc(Econ)

1971 - Monetary and Financial Economics (1973 - Walton Chair)
Endowed in 1973 by the Isidore and David Walton Trust
1971-77  Alan A Tait MA PhD
1977-84  Andrew D Bain MA PhD

1975 - Economics (Fraser of Allander Institute)
The Fraser of Allander Institute for Research on the Scottish Economy (part of the Department of Economics) was established in 1975 following endowments by the Hugh Fraser Foundation and other sponsors. The Director was appointed to a Chair and a Research Chair was also instituted
In 1987 the former was created Professor of Applied Economics and Director of the Fraser of Allander Institute for Research in the Scottish Economy
1975-89  David R F Simpson MA PhD
1975-95  James W McGilvray MA MLitt
1987-    Iain H McNicoll BA PhD

1976 - Economics
Additional Chairs in Economics were instituted in the Department of Economics in 1976 and 1977
1977-78  Eric L Furness MSc(Econ)
1978-94  Anthony I Clunies-Ross BA MA

1989 - Macroeconomics
1989-     Andrew Hughes Hallett BA MSc DPhil

1989 - Business Economics
1989-     Neil M Kay BA PhD

1993 - International Finance
1993 -  Ronald MacDonald BA MA PhD

1990 - Macroeconomics
1990-95  Simon Wren-Lewis MA MSc

1995 - Development Economics
1995-     James Love BA MSc PhD

1963 History

1963 - Economic History
1963-76  S G E Lythe MA
1976-94  John Butt BA PhD
1994-02  Brian R Tomlinson BA MA PhD

1974 - Modern History
1974-87  John T Ward MA PhD FRHistS

1992 - European History
1992-99  James F McMillan MA DPhil

1988 - Scottish History
1988-98  Thomas Devine BA PhD DLitt FRHistS FRSE FBA (Director of Research Centre in Scottish History)

1963  Politics

1963 - Politics
The title of the Chair was originally Political Theory and Institutions
1963-65  Allen M Potter MA PhD
1965-66  John P Mackintosh MA
1966-82  Richard Rose BA DPhil translated to the Chair of the Politics of Public Policy (qv)
1982-91  Jeremy J Richardson BA MA PhD
1991-    Gerry Stoker BA PhD

1964  Psychology

1964 - Psychology
1964-85  Gustav Jahoda MSc PhD

1984 - Psychology
1984-91  H Rudolph Schaffer BA PhD formerly Personal Professor in the Department of Psychology
1992-    Hugh Foot BA PhD

1965  Hotel Management

1965 - Hotel Management (1971 - Rank Organisation Chair)
In 1965 the Rank Organisation provided the University with a Bond of Annuity, the money to be used at the discretion of the Court for furthering the study of Hotel Management. The Court resolved to confer the personal title Rank Organisation Professor of Hotel Management on the Director of the Scottish Hotel School. The Rank Organisation Chair became fully established in 1971 by special resolution of the Court
1966-71  John Fuller FRSH, FHCI
1971-87  John R S Beavis BA(Econ)

1983 - Scottish Hotel School
1983-86  David J Jeffries OBE BA
1967 Applied Geology

1967 - Applied Geology
Established in 1967, this Chair lapsed with the transfer of the Department of Applied Geology to the University of Glasgow in 1989
1967-74 A Kerr Pringle BSc
1974-82 P McL Donald Duff BSc PhD FIMM FGS FRSE
1984-89 Michael J Russell BSc PhD FGS MIMM

1967 Geography

1967 - Geography
1967-85 G Melvyn Howe MSc PhD

1984 - Geography
1984-86 Keith Smith BA PhD formerly Personal Professor in the Department of Geography
1990- Michael Pacione MA PhD

1967 Law

1967 - Law
1967-83 Isaac P Miller BL LLB PhD
1984- Alan A Paterson LLB DPhil
1984-91 Joseph M Thomson LLB

1978 - Business Law
1978-86 Campbell B Burns MA LLB PhD

1986 - Centre for Professional Legal Studies
1986- John Ross Harper CBE MA LLB (part-time appointment)

1989 - Business Law and Practice (Alexander Stone Chair)
1989-97 Robert A Burgess LLB PhD

1991 - European Law
1991-2001 Akos Toth DrJur et Rer Pol PhD

1989-92 Carson L Jenkins BSc(Econ) PhD translated to the Chair of International Tourism (see below)
1992-95 Udo A Schlentrich BS

1992 - International Tourism
1992- Carson L Jenkins BSc(Econ) PhD

1996 - Hospitality Management
1996 - Roy C Wood BA MPhil PhD PGDipHCA MHCIMA

1996 - International Hospitality Management
1996 - Thomas C Baum BA MA MPhil PhD FTS MHCIMA

1967 Law

1978- Business Law
1978-86 Campbell B Burns MA LLB PhD

1986 - Centre for Professional Legal Studies
1986- John Ross Harper CBE MA LLB (part-time appointment)

1989 - Business Law and Practice (Alexander Stone Chair)
1989-97 Robert A Burgess LLB PhD

1991 - European Law
1991-2001 Akos Toth DrJur et Rer Pol PhD
1967 Sociology

1967 - Sociology
1967-89 Andrew J M Sykes MA PhD
1996-2001 Mario Diani PhD

1968 Modern Languages

1968 - French Studies
1968-73 Colin A Burns BA PhD
1973-86 John G Clark BA Dr Univ Paris Lauréat de l'Académie Française
1987-90 Jennifer Birkett MA DPhil
1991-93 Jill E Forbes BA DPhil
1995- James J Supple BA DPhil

1974 - German Studies
1974-79 Edward O McInnes BA MA
1979-99 Anthony J Harper BA MA PhD

1989 - Spanish Studies
1989- Eamonn J Rodgers BA MA PhD

1968 Operational Research
In 1988 the title of this chair was altered from Operational Research to Management Science.

1968 - Management Science
1968-71 Douglas J White MA MSc PhD
1971-86 William A Donaldson MA
1988-99 Colin L Eden BSc PhD

1990 - Reed/Computer Weekly Chair of Business Computing
1990- Howard Williams BEd MSc

1969 English Studies

1969 - English Studies
1969-81 I F Clarke MA
1981-85 Colin M J MacCabe BA PhD

1974 - English Studies
A second Chair of English Studies was instituted in 1974
1974-82 Alan G Sandison MA PhD
1984-88 Derek Attridge MA PhD
1989-99 Simon W Frith BA MA PhD

1987 - John Logie Baird Centre for Research in Television and Film
1970 **Computer Science**

1970 - **Computer Science**
1970-92 Andrew J T Colin MA

1979 - **Computer Science**
A second Chair of Computer Science was instituted in 1979
1982-89 James L Alty BSc PhD (translated to British Telecom Research Chair in 1989)

1986 - **Computer Science**
Two further professorships were authorised
1986- Douglas R McGregor BSc PhD (previously Personal Professor)
1986- Andrew D McGettrick BSc PhD (previously Personal Professor)

1989 - **Computer Science (British Telecom Research Chair)**
1989-90 James L Alty BSc PhD (translated from the second Chair of Computer Science)

1970 **Librarianship**

1970 - **Librarianship and Information Science**
The title of this Chair was originally Librarianship. In 1984 it was altered to Librarianship and Information Science
1970-84 William E Tyler MA FIA
1985-91 Blaise Cronin MA DipEd MIS PhD FIA MIInfSc MBIM

1992 - **Information Science**
1992-97 C Oppenheim BSc PhD DipInfSc CertEd FIInfSc FLA

1970 **Shipbuilding and Naval Architecture**

1970 - **Shipbuilding and Naval Architecture**
1970-76 Ian C Bridge BSc
1976-2001 Chengi Kuo BSc PhD CEng FRINA

1986 - **Lloyds Professor of Subsea Engineering**
1986- Colin J MacFarlane BSc

1971 **Bioengineering**

1971 - **Bioengineering**
The personal title of Research Professor of Bioengineering was conferred on Dr R M Kenedi in 1963, the Chair being created in 1971. Lapsed in 1980 on the retirement of Professor Kenedi
1971-80 Robert M Kenedi BSc0 PhD FI MechE MRAeS FRSE
1979 - Prosthetics and Orthotics
Instituted in the National Centre for Training and Education in Prosthetics and Orthotics which in 1980 was granted full departmental status independent of the Bioengineering Unit
1979-1999 John Hughes BSc CEng FIMechE FISPO (Director)

1980 - Bioengineering
A second Chair of Bioengineering was instituted in the Bioengineering Unit in 1980
1980-92 John P Paul BSc PhD ARCST CEng FIMechE FBOA FISPO FRSA formerly Personal Professor in the Bioengineering Unit
1995-2001 J C Barbenel BDS BSc MSc PhD

1974 Environmental Engineering
Disestablished in 1980 on the retirement of Professor Stewart
1974-80 Alexander W K Stewart BSc DRTC FIMinE

1982 Public Policy

1982 - Public Policy
A Chair of the Politics of Public Policy was established in the Centre for the Study of Public Policy in 1982 when the Director was translated from his Chair of Politics (qv)
1982 Richard Rose BA DPhil

Chairs - Anderson's College Medical School
Anderson's Medical School was founded in 1799 and continued as an integral part of the original institution until it was placed under separate governance in 1887. In 1947 the Anderson College of Medicine was absorbed into the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Glasgow.

1800 Anatomy
1800 John Burns MD, FRS, later Professor of Surgery in the University of Glasgow
1818 Granville S. Pattison MD
1819 William McKenzie
1828 Robert Hunter MD
1841 Moses S. Buchanan MD
1860 George Buchanan MA MD LLD later Professor of Clinical Surgery in the University of Glasgow
1874 A. M. Buchanan MA MD

1828 Surgery
The first three Professors of Anatomy were also responsible for instruction in Surgery. The first independent Chair of Surgery was instituted in 1828.
1828 James A. Lawrie MA MD later Professor of Surgery in the University of Glasgow
1850  Robert Hunter MD
1860  Sir George H. B. MacLeod MD LLD later Professor of Surgery in the University of Glasgow
1869  James Dunlop MD

1828  Materia Medica
1828  Andrew Buchanan MD later Professor of Physiology in the University of Glasgow
1838  William Hooker MD
1840  John A. Easton MD later Professor of Materia Medica in the University of Glasgow
1855  James Morton MD

1828  Midwifery
1828  James Armour MD
1831  James Brown MD
1841  James Paterson MD
1863  J G Wilson MD
1881  A Wallace MD

1828  Practice of Medicine
1828  A. Hannay MD
1846  Andrew Anderson MD
1863  John B Cowan MD later Professor of Materia Medica in the University of Glasgow
1866  Sir Thomas McCall Anderson MD later Professor of the Practice of Medicine in the University of Glasgow
1874  A Wood Smith MD
1875  Matthew Charteris MD later Professor of Materia Medica in the University of Glasgow
1880  Samson Gemmell MD later successively Professor of Clinical Medicine and Professor of the Practice of Medicine in the University of Glasgow

1830  Chemistry
1830  Thomas Graham MA DCL FRS later Professor of Chemistry in the University of London and Master of the Mint
1837  William Gregory MD later Professor of Chemistry in King's College Aberdeen, and, thereafter, Professor of Chemistry in the University of Edinburgh
1839  Frederick Penny PhD
1870  Sir Thomas Edward Thorpe CB PhD DSc LLD FRS later Professor of Chemistry in the Royal College of Science, London
1874  William Dittmar LLD FRS
1889  J. Robertson Watson MA
1919  G S Cruikshanks PhD FIC

1831  Medical Jurisprudence
1831  George Watt MD
1842  John Crawford MD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name and Qualifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1856</td>
<td>John B. Cowan MD, later Professor of Materia Medica in the University of Glasgow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1863</td>
<td>William Leishman MD, later Professor of Midwifery in the University of Glasgow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1868</td>
<td>Pierce A. Simpson MA MD, later Professor of Forensic Medicine in the University of Glasgow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td>Alexander Lindsay MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td><strong>Physiology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>Andrew Anderson MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1846</td>
<td>Maxwell Adams MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850</td>
<td>Ebenezer Watson MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td>D C. McVail MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>John Barlow MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1884</td>
<td>James Christie MA MD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>